The Best Possible Value (BPV) action area of Future-Focused Finance is holding a series of learning
events for colleagues working in healthcare to learn more about making value-based decisions. The
aim of our action area is for finance and clinical colleagues to be the joint leaders of putting best value
for service users at the heart of the way we do business.
The BPV Decision Framework supports NHS organisations in designing a clear, structured decisionmaking process that demonstrates good governance and models options based on the value offered
to service users and taxpayers. The ‘value equation’ is used throughout to measure the impact of
strategic and operational decisions within organisations and local health economies on clinical
outcomes, patient experience and safety.

These interactive all-day workshops will introduce you to materials that can help approach value and
better decision-making in a practical, hands-on way. We’d encourage those attending to consider
working towards ultimately registering themselves as a BPV Specialist (find out more about the role
here). By the end of the day you’ll have gained the following competencies:
• ‘I understand the how BPV decision framework and its tools work’
• ‘I understand what a successful decision looks like for my organisation’
• ‘I understand and am confident in the role of a BPV Specialist’
The events are aimed at all levels of clinical and support service professionals working in healthcare.
Attendance by anyone involved in decision-making (e.g. dis/investment, service development etc.)
who can then go back to their organisation and share the practical learning with others is encouraged.
As a major part of Future-Focused Finance is working with other professions and professionals to
deliver value, clinicians and operational leads would also benefit from attending – come as a team!

27 October 2017
3 November 2017
10 November 2017
13 November 2017

LEEDS city centre
BIRMINGHAM city centre
BRISTOL city centre
LONDON city centre (Victoria)

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

Email futurefocusedfinance@nhs.net with your name(s), job title, organisation and the date you’d like
to attend. Lunch and light refreshments will be provided so please include dietary requirements.
www.futurefocusedfinance.nhs.uk/best-possible-value

